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CHRISTMAS REPORTS
The exec recount their best/worst Christmas presents
INDIVIDUAL REPORTS
SU REP
Darcy: Give me any motions for assembly, I’ll go through them in a few weeks time. Oh and SU
officer elections are open.
INTERNATIONAL REP
Mary: If anyone has wonderful ideas on how we can include a college that is half the world away, in
New Zealand, let me know. Nat wants to just go there which is fine but it’s not happening.
SOCIAL CHAIR
James: Charity Ball went well, everyone seemed to enjoy themselves. Numbers were a little less
than last year. I don’t know if this is just because last year it was a new thing or if there were fewer
freshers. We raised over £2000 on the tickets and auction alone, we have raffle tickets to count
too. Over Christmas it was a bit of a stress to organise, so I’d say for the next social chair to bear
that in mind.
Nat: I know someone did express surprise that the details came out so late but I assume that’s
because it needs to be confirmed.
CHAIR
Mike: Joe Troughton and I setup the online vote system for the catering Trial. It’s just a yes no
question. I’ll send it across to Xander.
Nat: Can you also hype catering committee.
Mike: Yes.
Ben: What’s the feedback been like?
Mike: Generally good, I think.
Lydia E: There is going to be a feedback form.
TREVS NIGHT HYPE
James: It’s on the 1st of March which is a Thursday. I just want some general ideas of how to
appeal to people and actually get them to turn up.
Mike: Do you have to pay?
James: It’s in Platinum Passes and £15 on the door.
Lydia E: Please no casino tables.
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Emma: Post some photos of previous years.
Lydia E: We need more silent disco headsets.
Xander: High quality ones!
NATIONAL STUDENT SURVEY
Lydia E: We had people come in to PresComm today from the academic department. They want us
to advertise the NSS survey and the college with the most turnout wins £500. The SU are not
taking a stance. We have an email with the pros and cons. Darcy do you reckon you should email
this out?
Darcy: Basically universities that get the most NSS results are allowed to charge higher fees. The
NUS has a policy where if everybody boycotts the NSS survey then they can’t go through with the
Higher Education Reform Bill. This is bad for academic departments though as it means they don’t
get feedback. Cambridge boycotted it last year and are doing so this year. I believe Oxford is too.
It’s difficult.
Lydia E: Let’s do something on the Cobbles and let people decide.
Darcy: A really good poster on Canva maybe.
Mike: The University has put advertisements in all the finalists pigeonholes.
Darcy: If we let people decide that does undermine the idea of a boycott.
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN COMMON ROOMS
Emma: Most of the JCR events are on Facebook and it meant the SCR and MCR didn’t know
about the Christmas Concert last term. Maybe Xander, you could send things to Charlotte or have
a meeting every two weeks. Or we could have some sort of events calendar on Google Docs.
Xander: Yep, I think we should have a unified calendar. The staff are on the weekly email now too.
STORAGE
Lydia E: College is taking the sports cupboard back. Next year they’re taking back the cinema
room and the other room with all the lockers. The JKH is becoming an academic space.
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